## UNIFORM INSPECTION SHEET

### COVER
- **DIRTY (-2 pts)
- **UNSATISFACTORY EMBLEM CONDITION (-2 pts)
- **IMPROPER FIT/PRESS (-2 pts)
- **IRISH PENNANTS (-2 pts per; -4 pts max)

### RIBBONS/BREAST INSIGNIAS
- **IMPROPER PLACEMENT (-4 pts)
- **DIRTY/UNSERVICEABLE (-2 pts)
- **IRISH PENNANTS (-2 pts per; -4 pts max)

### JACKET/SHIRT
- **ID CARD NOT IN LEFT BREAST POCKET (-2 pts)
- **DIRTY (-4 pts)
- **IMPROPER PRESS (-4 pts)
- **IRISH PENNANTS (-2 pts per; -4 pts max)

### BELT/BRASS
- **IMPROPER LENGTH (-2 pts)
- **DIRTY (-2 pts)
- **IMPROPER GIG LINE (-2 pts)
- **BUCKLE (NOT SHINED, SCRATCHED, ETC.) (-2 pts)
- **IRISH PENNANTS (-2 pts per; -4 pts max)

### TROUSERS
- **IMPROPER FIT (-4 pts)
- **DIRTY (-4 pts)
- **IMPROPER PRESS (-4 pts)
- **UNBUTTONED POCKETS (-4 pts)
- **IRISH PENNANTS (-2 pts per; -4 pts max)

### SHOES
- **NOT SHINED (DIRTY/SCUFFED) (-4 pts)
- **UNSERVICEABLE (-2 pts)

### HYGIENE
- **IMPROPER HAIRCUT (-4 pts)
- **IMPROPER SHAVE (-4 pts)
- **NOSE/EAR HAIR UNKEPT (-2 pts)
- **FOUL/UNPLEASANT ODOR (BREATH, UNIFORM, ETC.) (-2 pts)
- **FINGERNAILS (DIRTY, IMPROPER LENGTH/COLOR, ETC.) (-4 pts)

### DRILL
- **IMPROPER ABOUT FACE (-2 pts)

### KNOWLEDGE
- **1st QUESTION WRONG (-5 pts)
- **2nd QUESTION WRONG (-5 pts)

**TOTAL DISCREPANCIES**

**SCORE (100 - TOTAL DISCREPANCIES)**

**EACH DISCREPANCY IS A (2) POINT DEDUCTION UNLESS NOTED**
- (4 pts) = 1 DISCREPANCY IS A FULL 4 POINT DEDUCTION
- (5 pts) = 1 WRONG ANSWER IS A FULL 5 POINT DEDUCTION

---

### RANK/NAME:

_____________________________________

### COMPANY:

_____________________________________

### DATE:

______________________________________

### INSPECTOR:

_______________________________________

---

### INSTRUCTIONS TO INSPECTORS:
- This grading sheet is based off discrepancies, so the only things needed to be written are the amount of points deducted for each article
- If MIDN receives a hit for an article, write down total score deducted on space provided
  - i.e. If MIDN Mangona’s SDB jacket has two IP’s, the inspector shall write down “-4” on space provided
  - No partial points
- Use a ruler for all measurements, do not eyeball
- Knowledge questions are to be strictly from the knowledge packet provided by the OIC/AOIC

### COMMENTS:

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

---